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Website Investing Changed My Life 

I have personally implemented three of the strategies above, including buying a blog 

to access a new audience, building a hobby site and selling it, and investing in some 

websites in a completely new niche.   

All of these deals combined generated over $180,000 in profit. Best of all, I did this 

while still working on my main business project at the time. My investment in 

websites was a side project, a way to re-invest my profits and diversify my income 

streams. 

When eventually I decided to sell my investments, I was able to take the money and 

use it as a down payment to purchase my first house and a new car.  

 
My First Car (Suzuki Swift) And House (3-bed Townhouse in Brisbane, Australia)  

The grass needed cutting and so did my hair! 

 

As every small business owner knows, when you are just getting started it can be 

very hard to get a loan, so having a nice big deposit made the process a piece of 

cake. 

I honestly believe website investing is a brilliant opportunity for anyone willing to take 

the time to set up a system to manage and improve their websites.  

Over the next chapters I will reveal to you each of my successful case studies and 

how I set up systems to manage the websites so they didn’t take all my time. 

Let’s begin with my first case study selling a card game website… 
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Case Studies: Real Life Website Sales 
 

Case Study 1: Selling My First Successful “Hobby” Site  

When I sold my first website I received $13,500 for it.  

I was 23 years old and it was the year 2003. 

The site was called MTGParadise.com and I built it from 

scratch, including the logo I created with Paint Shop Pro 

(see to the right). It was a community content site about a card game called Magic: 

The Gathering focused on the Australian audience.  

Over a period of several years, I turned what was initially a hobby site into a thriving 

magazine style portal website (this was before blogs), with regular content updates 

and a hugely popular trading card forum.  

The website content was initially created by me only, but eventually other people 

from the community submitted articles. I had volunteer editors read over the articles 

and volunteers moderate the forums.  

My main job was the website design, maintenance and publishing the content. I also 

acted as the “face” behind the site so my personal brand became somewhat well 

known in the Magic community at the time.  

It was because of my experience growing this first content website that I learned 

many of the basic techniques necessary to build a successful website. 

My hobby site turned from casual part time fun, into a thriving enterprise, which 

netted $500 to $1,000 per month in advertising revenue.  

At one point I operated an online card shop from the site, generating several 

thousand dollars per month in revenue, although the profit margins were quite slim 

(about 10%).  

I closed the store down eventually because it was taking too much of my time 

running off to the post office every day, and one major hit from credit card fraud 

wiped out all my profits. However it was a great experience running an e-commerce 

business.  

Eventually I grew tired of the card game and quit playing, but I continued to run the 

MTGParadise site as my main source of income while a university student. 
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The Day I Decided To Sell 

One day I decided I no longer wanted to run MTGParadise because I had other 

Internet business projects on the go, so I decided selling was a good exit strategy.  

I had no idea how to conduct a website sale or what my site was worth, although I 

had some ideas of how to value a business and who might be interested in buying 

the site.  

Here is how I came up with a value for my website: 

I took the yearly revenue the site was earning minus the costs of running 

the site, then multiplied by 2.5 and set the asking price at $15,000 ($6,000 

a year profit x 2.5).  

Although I had no clue how to price a website back then, it’s quite uncanny 

how close I was at the time to the accepted practice of website valuations.  

As I would later learn as I became a more serious website investor, 

websites often sell for one to three years worth of profit. There is an 

entire chapter later in this guide on pricing, so stay tuned for that. 

 

Next I privately contacted leading figures in the industry, other website owners and 

people who owned card stores that sold Magic card game products. I emailed many 

of them, and called up the people I knew personally by phone. 

A few people showed interest, a few flat out said no thank you but eventually a buyer 

surfaced from what you might call an obvious place – the trading card forums 

inside the website. 

It turned out some people were using the forums to run entire card trading 

businesses, buying and selling cards every day. One of the biggest traders was 

doing over $20,000 a month in deals at the time just in the forums. This person 

ended up making me a serious offer to buy the site.  

I gave the interested buyer a prospectus document outlining the details of the 

website (I’ll show you how to create one of these later in this guide). We exchanged 

questions over email, and then had a phone call.  

Next they sent through an offer, I countered the offer and we met somewhere in the 

middle. The deal went smoothly from there and I had $13,500 in my bank account, 

which was an incredibly good feeling at the time (I’ll explain how a transaction works 

later in this guide). 
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Although since then I have done much larger deals, this first sale was the most 

exciting. I was doing something I had never done before and received the biggest 

one-day payday I ever had up to that point. 

 

Summary – MTGParadise.com Case Study 

 Hobby site built from scratch 

 Revenue generated by advertising on the site and in an email newsletter 

 Volunteers from the community produced content and moderated forums 

 Built it up to make $500 to $1,000 per month 

 Sold it for $13,500 (over 2 x annual profits) 

 Buyer was an active forum member with a related business 

 

Case Study 2: Adding Traffic And Revenue By Acquiring 

The SmallBusinessBranding.com Blog 

Back in late 2005 I purchased the blog SmallBusinessBranding.com from the owner 

at the time, Michael Pollock.  

SmallBusinessBranding.com had about 400 daily RSS readers and around 500 to 

1,000 daily web visitors at the time, a nice archive of content and good search engine 

rankings for popular small business terms.  

 

I knew Michael because we had talked about blogging. When he told me over instant 

message that he was going to sell his blog, I immediately became interested.  

I didn’t have a lot of money at the time, but I was generating around $500 a month 

from my blog and I knew that I could instantly make more by adding another blog to 

my collection. SmallBusinessBranding.com was very much operating in a 

complimentary niche to my existing blog, so the purchase made sense on a lot of 

levels. 

I went to bed, didn't sleep well thinking about whether I could afford to buy it and 

eventually decided to offer Michael a price of $2,000 (at the time, 

SmallBusinessBranding.com was generating between $150 and $400 per month, so 

I thought my offer was fair, but also thought the site was under-monetized, and 
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therefore had a lot of potential). Michael accepted the offer a few days later and we 

made the transfer. 

I was initially concerned when taking over someone else’s blog that the audience 

would disappear, especially because they identified with the previous owner. In the 

end most people stayed and coupled with consistent search engine traffic I managed 

to sustain the readership and grow it. 

How I Grew My New Blog Investment  

Initially I attempted to write to both my own blog and the new one, 

SmallBusinessBranding.com, at the same time. I quickly realized that wasn’t going to 

work as the subject matter was too close between the two blogs, and it was just too 

much work. Instead I adopted an outsourcing mindset and undertook one of the 

best outsourcing experiments I have ever done online. 

 

How To Outsource Blog Writing For Free 

My process to outsource the management, marketing, monetization and 

content production for SmallBusinessBranding was a huge success.  

There’s a lot to explain to you, too much for this guide, however as a 

special bonus you can access my 10 page PDF breakdown of how I 

outsourced everything to do with my new blog acquisition. 

How To Outsource Your Blog [ 10 Pages | PDF ] 

 

SmallBusinessBranding.com went on to become a popular blog in its own right, with 

several volunteer writers keeping it growing to over 2,000 daily readers. We grew 

the revenues to over $2,000 a month from AdSense and direct banner advertising. 

It Was Time To Sell 

After owning SmallBusinessBranding.com for two years as a nice stable cash flow 

source, I decided to sell it. I wanted to reduce my focus to just one main business so 

I sold all my investments. 

I created a prospectus detailing the important numbers about the site and then went 

straight to the people I thought would be interested in a taking it over – my Twitter 

followers, my Facebook fans and the people who read my two blogs.  
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